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Background: Tucatinib is an oral human epidermal growth factor receptor 2

(HER2)-directed therapy approved in combination with trastuzumab and

capecitabine for use in patients with previously treated HER2+ metastatic

breast cancer (MBC) with/without brain metastases (BM). To inform clinical

decision-making, it is important to understand tucatinib use in real-world

clinical practice. We describe patient characteristics, treatment patterns, and

clinical outcomes for tucatinib treatment in the real-world setting.

Methods: This retrospective cohort study included patients diagnosed with

HER2+ MBC (January 2017-December 2022) who received tucatinib treatment

in a nationwide, de-identified electronic health record–derived metastatic breast

cancer database. Patient demographics and clinical characteristics were

described at baseline (prior to tucatinib initiation). Key outcomes included real-

world time to treatment discontinuation (rwTTD), time to next treatment

(rwTTNT), and overall survival (rwOS).

Results: Of 3,449 patients with HER2+ MBC, 216 received tucatinib treatment

(n=153 with BM; n=63 without BM) andmet inclusion criteria. Median (range) age

of patients was 56 (28-84) years, 57.9% were White, and 68.5% had Eastern

Cooperative Oncology Group performance status ≤1. Median (IQR) follow-up

from start of tucatinib treatment was 12 (6-18) months. Among all patients who

received tucatinib treatment, median (95% CI) rwTTD was 6.5 (5.4-8.8) months

with 39.8% and 21.4% remaining on treatment at 12 and 24 months, respectively.

Median (95% CI) rwTTNT was 8.7 (6.8-10.7) months. Patients who received the

approved tucatinib triplet combination after ≥1 HER2-directed regimen in the

metastatic setting had a similar median (95% CI) rwTTD (any line: 8.1 [5.7-9.5]

months; second-line (2L) and third-line (3L): 9.4 [6.3-14.1] months) and rwTTNT

(any line: 8.8 [7.1-11.8] months; 2L and 3L: 9.8 [6.8-14.1] months) to the overall
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population. Overall, median (95% CI) rwOS was 26.6 (20.2-not reached [NR])

months, with similar findings for patients who received the tucatinib triplet (26.1

[18.8-NR] months) and was NR in the subgroup limited to the 2L/3L population.

Conclusion: Tucatinib treatment in the real-world setting was associated with

a similar median rwTTD, rwTTNT, and rwOS as in the pivotal HER2CLIMB trial,

with particular effectiveness in patients in the 2L/3L setting. These results

highlight the importance of earlier use of tucatinib in HER2+ MBC.
KEYWORDS
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among

women and is a leading cause of cancer death, with an estimated 2.3

million new cases worldwide in 2020 (1). Approximately 15% and

26% of patients diagnosed with early stage and metastatic breast

cancer (MBC), respectively, have human epidermal growth factor

receptor 2 (HER2)-positive (HER2+) tumors (2). HER2+ MBC has

an aggressive clinical phenotype and has historically been

characterized by a high rate of recurrence and poor survival (3).

In addition, up to 50% of patients with HER2+ MBC develop brain

metastases over the course of their disease, a development

associated with treatment complications and worse duration of

survival (4, 5).

Tucatinib is a highly selective, oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor

(TKI) of the HER2 receptor that exerts minimal inhibition of

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (6, 7). Recently,

tucatinib was approved in combination with trastuzumab and

capecitabine in multiple countries for adult patients with HER2+

MBC, including patients with brain metastases (8). These approvals

were based on results of HER2CLIMB, a randomized, double-

blinded clinical trial which evaluated the efficacy and safety of

tucatinib vs placebo, each in combination with trastuzumab and

capecitabine in patients with previously treated HER2+MBC (9). In

the study, the combination of tucatinib, trastuzumab, and

capecitabine demonstrated statistically significant and clinically

meaningful improvements in progression-free survival (PFS) (7.8

vs 5.6 months; hazard ratio (HR): 0.54, 95% CI: 0.42-0.71) and

overall survival (OS) (21.9 vs 17.4 months; HR: 0.66, 95% CI: 0.50-

0.88) with a manageable safety profile (9). Uniquely, HER2CLIMB

included patients with progressing brain metastases, a population
health record; EMR,

tor receptor; HER2,

e of therapy; MBC,

rall survival; PFS,
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normally excluded from clinical trials due to the poor treatment

outcomes in this setting.

While HER2-directed therapies remain the mainstay of

systemic treatment for HER2+ metastatic breast cancer, the

treatment landscape is rapidly evolving, with multiple new HER2-

targeted treatments emerging in recent years. In addition to

tucatinib, several new HER2-targeted therapies, including another

TKI, a novel monoclonal antibody, and an antibody drug conjugate

(ADC), have been approved since 2020 in the US. Of these,

tucatinib, trastuzumab, and capecitabine, as well as the ADC

trastuzumab deruxtecan (T-DXd), are currently recommended in

the 2L and 3L setting in US and European guidelines, replacing

previous standards such as the ADC trastuzumab emtansine (T-

DM1) in second-line (2L) and multiple options including

trastuzumab + capecitabine and lapatinib + capecitabine in third-

line (3L) (10, 11). Due to the pace of development in this disease

space, treatment patterns and outcomes for patients receiving these

combinations in the real world setting are unknown.

To better inform clinical decision-making, it is important to

understand tucatinib use and performance in real-world clinical

practice. This retrospective study describes characteristics,

treatment patterns, and clinical outcomes for patients with

HER2+ MBC with and without brain metastases treated with

tucatinib regimens in the real-world setting.
Methods

Study design and data source

This retrospective cohort study included patients diagnosed

with HER2+ MBC from January 2017 to December 2022 who

received tucatinib treatment in a nationwide, deidentified electronic

health record–derived Flatiron Health metastatic breast cancer

database. At the time of the study, the data were derived from

>280 US cancer clinics (~800 sites of care). The Flatiron Health

database includes structured data (eg, demographics, laboratory

values, prescribed drugs) and unstructured data (eg, biomarker

levels) collected via technology-enabled chart abstraction from

physicians’ notes and other unstructured documents (12, 13).
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Institutional review board approval was not required, as the study

was noninterventional, and only deidentified patient records

were used.
Patient population

The study included patients aged ≥18 years diagnosed with

MBC between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2022 who had

evidence of HER2-receptor positivity (defined as either fluorescence

in-situ hybridization positive, next-generation sequencing positive,

positive not otherwise specified, or immunohistochemistry 3+)

prior to or within 90 days of MBC diagnosis. Exclusion criteria

included a lack of systemic treatment in the metastatic setting, no

activity in the Flatiron Health database within 90 days of MBC

diagnosis, and evidence of previous non–breast cancer within the 6

months prior to MBC diagnosis. Included patients who received

HER2-directed therapies were evaluated in the following analysis

cohorts (not mutually exclusive): (1) patients who received any

tucatinib treatment in any line of therapy (LOT), (2) patients who

received the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–approved

tucatinib triplet combination (tucatinib in combination with

trastuzumab and capecitabine) after receiving ≥1 HER2-directed

therapies in the metastatic setting, (3) patients who received the

FDA–approved tucatinib triplet combination in 2L or 3L following

≥1 prior HER2-directed therapies in the metastatic setting, and (4)

patients who received tucatinib treatment immediately following T-

DXd in any LOT. Outcomes for group 1 and 2 were also stratified by

LOT. The presence of brain metastases prior to tucatinib initiation

was determined via chart-abstracted data.
LOT definitions

The first oncologist-defined, rule-based LOT began on the first

administration or abstracted therapy occurring on or after

metastatic diagnosis. All treatments that began within 28 days of

the first treatment date were considered part of the same LOT.

Where physician-indicated end date was not provided, treatment

discontinuation was defined as a treatment gap of >60 days from the

last medication date for a regimen. A treatment switch was defined

as a claim for a new HER2-directed therapy, TKI, or chemotherapy

≥29 days after the line start date. The addition of a hormone therapy

was deemed unlikely to be due to disease progression and so was not

considered when defining LOT.
Outcomes

Objectives of this study were to describe baseline demographic

and clinical characteristics, treatment patterns (including

sequencing), and clinical outcomes for patients with HER2+ MBC

receiving tucatinib regimens. Clinical outcomes included were real-
Frontiers in Oncology 03
world time to treatment discontinuation (rwTTD; time from

treatment initiation to discontinuation), persistence (proportion

of patients remaining on therapy at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months), real-

world time to next treatment (rwTTNT) as a proxy for PFS (14, 15)

(time from treatment initiation to the start of the subsequent LOT),

and real-world overall survival (rwOS; time from treatment

initiation to death).
Statistical methods

Demographic and clinical characteristics were assessed during

the baseline period (prior to initiation of tucatinib regimens).

Patients were followed until either the end of the study period,

loss to follow-up, or death, whichever occurred first. Continuous

variables were described using mean, standard deviation (SD),

median, and interquartile range (IQR). Categorical variables were

described using frequency (number of cases) and percentage of total

patients observed in each category. Time-to-event analyses were

conducted for rwOS, rwTTNT, and rwTTD using the Kaplan–

Meier method. Patients without recorded events were censored at

their last recorded activity date. Persistence was defined as the

proportion of surviving patients with sufficient follow-up remaining

on tucatinib therapy at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months. All analyses were

conducted using SAS 9.4 and R 4.2.0.
Results

Patient characteristics

Of 32,819 patients with anMBC diagnosis between January 1, 2017

andDecember 31, 2022, 3,449 had evidence of HER2+ disease. Of these

patients, 216 received tucatinib treatment and met all inclusion and

exclusion criteria (Supplementary Table 1). Median (range) age of

included patients was 56 (28–84) years, 57.9% were White, and 68.5%

had Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status (ECOG

PS) ≤1 (Table 1). Median (IQR) follow-up from the start of tucatinib

treatment was 12 (6–18) months.

Of the 216 patients who received tucatinib treatment, prior to

treatment initiation, 70.8% (n=153) had brain metastases (Figure 1)

and 64.8% (n=140) had visceral metastasis (Supplementary

Table 2). Median (IQR) lines of prior therapy was 2 (1–3) among

all patients and 1 (1–3) and 3 (2–4) among patients with and

without brain metastases, respectively (Supplementary Table 2).

Compared with patients without brain metastases prior to tucatinib

treatment, those with brain metastases were younger (53 vs 62

years) and had a higher proportion of involvement of 3+ metastatic

sites (69.9% vs 42.9%). Patients with brain metastases had a shorter

duration of time between MBC diagnosis and start of tucatinib

therapy (19 vs 26 months), and a lower proportion received prior T-

DXd (7.2% vs 47.6%) and T-DM1 (41.2% vs 73.0%)

(Supplementary Table 2).
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Treatment patterns

Most patients (n =159; 73.6%) received tucatinib in

combination with trastuzumab and capecitabine in any line, and

144 (66.7%) patients received the tucatinib triplet after ≥1 prior

anti-HER2 regimen in the metastatic setting. Of 159 patients

initiating tucatinib triplet therapy in any line, 16 (10.1%)

discontinued capecitabine ≥1 month prior to discontinuing

tucatinib therapy. Of the 57 patients who did not receive

tucatinib, trastuzumab, plus capecitabine, 26 (45.6%) patients

received tucatinib with trastuzumab, 15 (26.3%) received tucatinib

with capecitabine, 8 (14.0%) received tucatinib monotherapy, and 8

(14.0%) received other tucatinib combinations. The most common

regimen prior to 2L tucatinib treatment was trastuzumab plus

pertuzumab (51/69, 73.9%), and the most common regimens

immediately following 2L tucatinib treatment were T-DXd (18/33,

54.6%) and trastuzumab (10/33, 30.3%). The most common
Frontiers in Oncology 04
regimens immediately prior to and following 3L tucatinib

treatment were T-DM1 (27/44, 61.4%) and T-DXd (19/28,

67.9%), respectively.
rwTTD, persistence, and rwTTNT

Median (95% CI) TTD was 6.5 (5.4-8.8) months for all patients

and was longer for patients who received the approved tucatinib

triplet combination after receiving ≥1 prior anti-HER2-based

regimen in the metastatic setting (8.1 [5.7-9.5] months) or in 2L

and 3L (9.4 [6.3-14.1] months) (Table 2; Figure 2A). Of the patients

receiving tucatinib treatment with sufficient follow-up, 43 of 108

(39.8%) were still receiving tucatinib at 12 months, and 6 of 28

(21.4%) were still receiving tucatinib at 24 months (Table 2). For all

patients receiving tucatinib treatment, rwTTD was similar across

earlier LOT (first-line [1L] to 3L: 8.2-9.4 months), with a decrease

observed in fourth-line and beyond (4L+) (4.8 months). A similar

pattern was observed for patients receiving the tucatinib triplet

combination after ≥1 prior anti-HER2-based regimens in the

metastatic setting (2L, 3L, and 4L+: 8.6, 9.4, and 5.4 months,

respectively) (Supplementary Table 3).

Median (95% CI) rwTTNT was 8.7 (6.8-10.7) months for all

patients (Table 2; Figure 2B) and was similar for patients who

received the approved tucatinib triplet regimen in any line (8.8 [7.1-

11.8] months) or in the 2L and 3L setting (9.8 [6.8-14.1] months).

Among all patients who received tucatinib treatment, the

proportion (95% CI) of patients who had not initiated a

subsequent HER2-directed treatment following tucatinib was

37.2% (30.7-45.0) at 12 months and 14.9% (9.4-23.5) at 24

months. Median rwTTNT for all patients decreased with
FIGURE 1

Presence of brain metastases prior to tucatinib initiation among
patients with HER2+ MBC in the electronic health record (EHR)-
derived database by LOT. 1L, first-line; 2L, second-line; 3L, third-
line; 4L+, fourth-line and beyond; EHR, electronic health record;
HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; LOT, line of
therapy; MBC, metastatic breast cancer.
TABLE 1 Baseline characteristicsa for patients with HER2+ MBC
receiving tucatinib therapy in the EHR-derived database.

Characteristic All patients (N=216)

Age (years), median (range) 56 (28–84)

Race, n (%)

White 125 (57.9)

Black 33 (15.3)

Asian 6 (2.8)

Other 38 (17.6)

Unknown 14 (6.5)

De novo MBC diagnosis, n (%) 89 (41.2)

ECOG PS, n (%)

0 65 (30.1)

1 83 (38.4)

2+ 21 (9.7)

Missing 47 (21.8)

Site of metastasis,b n (%)

Brain 153 (70.8)

Bone 137 (63.4)

Liver 98 (45.4)

Lung 93 (43.1)

Prior lines of therapy, median (range) 2 (0-10)

0 23 (10.6)

1 69 (31.9)

2 44 (20.4)

3+ 80 (37.0)
aBaseline refers to the period prior to tucatinib treatment initiation.
bNot mutually exclusive.
ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status; EHR, electronic health
record; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; MBC, metastatic breast cancer.
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increasing LOT from 12.8 months in 1L to 6.5 months in 4L+. This

trend was also seen among patients who received the tucatinib

triplet combination (2L: 11.0 months; 4L+: 8.1 months)

(Supplementary Table 3).
rwOS

For all patients who received any tucatinib therapy, median

(95% CI) rwOS was 26.6 (20.2-not reached [NR]) months. This was

lower for patients receiving tucatinib in the 4L+ setting (median

[95% CI] = 16.6 [12.2-NR]) (Supplementary Table 3). Median (95%

CI) rwOS among patients who received the tucatinib triplet

combination in any line was 26.1 (18.8-NR) and NR in the

subgroup limited to the 2L and 3L patient population (Table 2,

Figure 2C). Overall, 12- and 24-month survival probabilities (95%

CI) were 75.3% (69.3-81.9) and 55.5% (47.3-65.0), respectively.
Frontiers in Oncology 05
Among patients initiating the tucatinib triplet combination, 12- and

24-month survival probabilities (95% CI) were 75.9% (68.4-84.1)

and 54.7% (44.7-66.9), respectively, for those receiving the regimen

in any line and 85.0% (76.7-94.2) and 63.8% (50.5-80.7),

respectively, for patients receiving the combination in 2L and 3L.
rwTTD, rwTTNT, and rwOS for the
tucatinib post–T-DXd subgroup

Thirty-five patients received tucatinib treatment immediately

following T-DXd (Supplementary Table 4). Similar to the overall

population, median (range) age of patients in this subgroup was 59

(36–84) years, and the majority (77.1%) of patients had ECOG PS of

≤1. Median (IQR) follow-up from the start of tucatinib treatment

was 7.1 (4.1-13.5) months among the entire subgroup and 6.6 (5.0-

14.2) months and 7.8 (3.4-13.4) months among patients with brain
TABLE 2 Median rwTTD, rwTTNT, and rwOS among patients with HER2+ MBC receiving tucatinib regimens in the EHR-derived database.

All patients
(N=216)

Approved tucatinib triplet
combination in any linea

(n=144)

Approved tucatinib triplet
combination in

2L and 3Lb

(n=83)

rwTTD (months), median, (95% CI) 6.5 (5.4-8.8) 8.1 (5.7-9.5) 9.4 (6.3-14.1)

Persistence,c % (n/N)

6 months 61.1 (99/162) 61.3 (68/111) 67.7 (44/65)

12 months 39.8 (43/108) 40.0 (28/70) 42.2 (19/45)

18 months 29.3 (17/58) 27.0 (10/37) 26.1 (6/23)

24 months 21.4 (6/28) 10.5 (2/19) 14.3 (2/14)

rwTTNT (months), median, (95% CI) 8.7 (6.8-10.7) 8.8 (7.1-11.8) 9.8 (6.8-14.1)

rwOS (months),
median, (95% CI)

26.6 (20.2-NR) 26.1 (18.8-NR) NR
aPatients who received the FDA-approved tucatinib triplet combination (tucatinib in combination with trastuzumab and capecitabine) after receiving ≥1 HER2-directed therapies in the
metastatic setting.
bPatients who received the FDA-approved tucatinib triplet combination in 2L or 3L following ≥1 prior HER2-directed therapies in the metastatic setting.
cProportion of patients with follow-up and still on therapy at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months.
2L, second-line; 3L, third-line; EHR, electronic health record; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; MBC, metastatic breast cancer; OS, overall survival; NR, not reached; rw, real
world; TTD, time to discontinuation; TTNT, time to next treatment.
A B C

FIGURE 2

Kaplan–Meier curves for (A) rwTTD, (B) rwTTNT, and (C) rwOS among patients with HER2+ MBC receiving tucatinib regimens in the EHR-derived
database. EHR, electronic health record; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; MBC, metastatic breast cancer; NR, not reached; OS,
overall survival; rw, real world; TTD, time to discontinuation; TTNT, time to next treatment.
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metastases (n=7) and without brain metastases (n=28) pre-

tucatinib, respectively. These patients were heavily pretreated, and

median LOT for tucatinib for this subgroup was 4, with 30 (85.7%)

receiving ≥3 prior lines of therapy.

For T-DXd therapy received prior to tucatinib, median (95%

CI) rwTTD and rwTTNT was 4.6 (3.7, 10.3) months and 5.4 (4.4-

10.6) months, respectively. For patients who received tucatinib

following T-DXd, median (95% CI) rwTTD was 6.4 (3.5-9.4)

months, rwTTNT 8.1 (4.5-11.5) months, rwOS 13.9 (12.2-NR)

months, and 12-month survival probability 69.2% (53.7-89.0).
Discussion

With the emergence of multiple effective HER2-targeted

treatment options, including tucatinib, the HER2+ MBC

treatment landscape is changing rapidly. Decisions on the optimal

sequence in which to use these emerging therapies in clinical

practice should take into account how they perform in the real-

world setting. Tucatinib was approved in combination with

trastuzumab and capecitabine for previously treated HER2+ MBC

based on the strength of the HER2CLIMB trial, a global,

randomized, pivotal trial designed to reflect a clinically relevant

patient population (eg, by including patients with brain metastases)

(9). The current retrospective study described characteristics,

treatment patterns, and clinical outcomes for patients diagnosed

with HER2+ MBC who received tucatinib treatment in the real-

world setting. The patient population receiving tucatinib in this

study was similar to the HER2CLIMB trial population, though

patients tended to present with poorer performance status (10% had

an ECOG PS of 2+ while all patients enrolled in HER2CLIMB had

an ECOG PS of ≤1) and had a greater prevalence of brain (71% vs

48%), bone (63% vs 54%), and liver (45% vs 33%) metastases.

Patients in this study also had greater racial diversity (over one-

third of patients were non-White compared with 29.7% in

HER2CLIMB) and fewer prior lines of therapy (2 vs 3).

Despite these differences, this real-world analysis confirms the

efficacy results of HER2CLIMB. Tucatinib treatment was associated

with a similar or higher median (95% CI) rwTTD (6.5 [5.4-8.8]

months), rwTTNT as a proxy for PFS (14, 15) (8.7 [6.8-10.7]

months), and rwOS (26.6 [20.2-NR] months) compared with

HER2CLIMB (duration of tucatinib exposure: 7.3 [range:<0.1 to

35.1] months; PFS: 7.8 [7.5-9.6] months; OS: 21.9 [18.3-31.0]

months) (9). The rwOS findings from our study, where almost

two-thirds of patients had visceral metastases, were also comparable

with that found for the HER2CLIMB exploratory analysis in

patients with visceral metastases (n=455; median [95% CI] OS:

21.6 [18.1-25.6] months). These data reinforce tucatinib’s durable

effectiveness in the real-world setting in patients with HER2+ MBC

with or without brain metastases. Importantly, this effectiveness was

modestly enhanced by use of the tucatinib triplet combination in

the 2L or 3L setting, consistent with the FDA label and its listing in

various guidelines (10, 11).

These findings are noteworthy given that data from real-world

experience often do not reflect clinical trial outcomes (16). A

growing body of literature has highlighted an “efficacy-
Frontiers in Oncology 06
effectiveness gap” defined as the difference between outcomes

within randomized clinical trials and those observed in real-world

studies (16–20). This phenomenon has been noted for new

treatments across various cancer types including HER2+ MBC

(21–23). In a population-based retrospective cohort study in

patients with HER2+ MBC, a gap between efficacy and

effectiveness was identified for the HER2-directed therapies

pertuzumab and T-DM1. Survival outcomes associated with

pertuzumab and T-DM1 (median OS: 43 and 15 months,

respectively) in the real-world setting were considered inferior to

results from the pivotal clinical trials (median OS: 57 and 30 months

for pertuzumab and T-DM1, respectively) (24). In our study, the

comparability of the real-world effectiveness outcomes (rwTTD,

rwTTNT as a proxy for PFS, and rwOS) and results from the pivotal

HER2CLIMB clinical trial (9) highlight the use of tucatinib as a

viable treatment option in the 2L and 3L setting for patients with

HER2+ MBC.

Based on results from the DESTINY-Breast03 study (25), T-

DXd has emerged as the standard treatment option in the 2L setting

for patients without brain metastases (26). Because it was so

recently approved, there are no data from randomized controlled

trials on the efficacy of other HER2-targeting agents following

treatment with T-DXd. We examined the effectiveness of

tucatinib in the subset of patients (n=35) who received prior T-

DXd. While small, the patient population was sufficient to

demonstrate meaningful anti-tumor activity following T-DXd.

Effectiveness (rwTTD, rwTTNT, and rwOS) in this group was

numerically lower than for the overall patient population;

however, the results were comparable with those for all patients

who received tucatinib in the 4L+ setting. This finding is consistent

with the fact that, on average, patients treated with prior T-DXd

received tucatinib in a later line and at a longer time since metastatic

diagnosis than for the overall patient population. These findings are

especially compelling because these patients had a shorter duration

of T-DXd therapy in this study than described in either DESTINY-

Breast02 or 03.

Further studies will help determine the optimal positioning of

tucatinib in the treatment pathway for HER2+ MBC, including how

best to combine tucatinib with other HER2-directed therapies. The

prospective, randomized HER2CLIMB-02 trial will evaluate the

efficacy and safety of tucatinib plus T-DM1 vs T-DM1 and placebo

in patients with HER2+ MBC progressing after pertuzumab and

trastuzumab (27). The phase 3, randomized, double-blind

HER2CLIMB-05 trial will assess efficacy and safety outcomes

following the addition of tucatinib to 1L standard of care as

maintenance therapy for HER2+ MBC (28).
Limitations

While the study period was selected to reflect current clinical

practice in a rapidly evolving treatment landscape, it excluded

patients diagnosed with metastatic disease prior to 2017 who may

have received tucatinib in later lines of therapy (ie, 4L+) and who

likely had poorer clinical outcomes. Additionally, due to the recency

of T-DXd approval, patients with a shorter duration of T-DXd prior
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to tucatinib therapy were more likely to be included in our study

than those who achieved better outcomes on T-DXd therapy,

limiting the generalizability of the post–T-DXd subgroup analysis.

This evolving treatment landscape may also impact comparisons

with prior clinical trials as new therapies have become available to

patients in this study that were not available during recruitment to

the HER2CLIMB clinical trial. Findings of the full analysis also may

not be generalizable to patient populations not represented in the

Flatiron Health database. Data on progression and reasons for

discontinuation were not available in our dataset, so initiation of

subsequent therapies was used as a proxy for progression (14) as is

common with real-world data. It is possible that treatment changes

were due to reasons other than progression (eg, toxicity or patient

preference) or that patients had isolated brain metastasis

progression that was treated with local therapy without a change

in systemic therapy. If the former, our results could underestimate

the true effectiveness of tucatinib, while the latter scenario would

result in an overestimation. However, given the opposing directions

of these two potential causes of misclassification, it is reasonable to

expect that any bias would be minimal. All analyses in this study

were unadjusted and the comparisons were purely descriptive.

There may be differences in clinical or demographic

characteristics across treatment groups that explain some of the

variations in outcomes. Sample sizes were too small to stratify both

by brain metastases status and LOT. Finally, as is true for all real-

world data studies, there is risk of bias due to missing or

incomplete data.
Conclusions

Clinical outcomes among patients with HER2+ MBC who

received tucatinib in real-world practice were similar to those

observed in the HER2CLIMB trial, with effectiveness also

observed among a small cohort of patients previously treated with

T-DXd. Tucatinib regimens demonstrated effectiveness across all

lines of therapy in a real-world setting in patients with HER2+MBC

with and without brain metastases.
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